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Abstract
The aim of this research was to explore the objective and subjective physical environments of residential

care facilities (RCFs) by studying 34 facilities in Harbin, Changchun, Shenyang and Dalian. A study that

combines questionnaires and instrumental testing. Pearson’s correlation and regression analysis were

used to analyse the correlation between the measured value and the evaluation result and the impact on

the results of the participants’ personal background evaluations. The results showed that the brightness

intensity ranged from 100 to 450 cd/m2, illuminance 200–550 lx and sound pressure level (SPL) 40–58 dBA.

In reconstructed RCFs (RCFs converted from other buildings), the odour and other factors were sig-

nificantly positively correlated with the satisfaction of participants. Seasonal changes had a significant

impact on the level of different physical environments, particularly in the assessment of the thermal

environment. Temperatures were highest in bedrooms, reaching 27°C. The correlation between the

measured value and the evaluated satisfaction was high. The education level of participants was related

to their satisfaction with the overall Indoor environmental quality (IEQ). Participants in the study were

satisfied with the overall IEQ of the RCFs. These results can provide data-based support and act as a

reference for IEQ research on RCFs.
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Introduction
The current elderly care system worldwide has been unable
to meet the increasing needs of the rapidly growing number
of elderly people.1 Furthermore, the demand to improve and
optimise the quality of residential care facilities (RCFs) has
also increased sharply. Therefore, improving the environ-
mental quality is crucial for their overall improvement.2,3 As
their physical conditions deteriorate, it is critical for the
elderly to experience ideal indoor environmental quality
(IEQ). Therefore, it is necessary to research how to improve
and optimise RCFs.

According to the Standards for Design of Care Facilities
for the Aged (JGJ450-2018),4 which was implemented in
October 2018, care facilities for the elderly should have an
environment that promotes the health of the elderly, and
healthfulness is one of the basic requirements of the new
standards. The above standard stipulates requirements for

the bedroom of the elderly, which are minimum sunshine
time, concentrations of indoor decoration pollutants and
limits for the acoustic environmental quality of the elderly
care facilities construction; and specifies the location of
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the site environment noise limit, indoor and the allowed
outdoor noise level, adjacent room air noise limit,
occupants-centric start-stopping performance-based in-
dicators such as reverberation time, and advocate the use
of natural environment sound landscape to improve the
comfort of the elderly living environment.

The excellent IEQ in a building has been recognised to be
closely connected to the happiness of its occupants.5 The
living comfort and health of the elderly in RCFs are affected
by the IEQ.6 However, there are substantial differences
between the current IEQ standards in China and some basic
factors directly related to the life experience of the elderly.
Feedbacks on the housing satisfaction would be a critical
indicator for comprehensive measurement of the quality of
the conditions that the elderly are living in.

In addition, IEQ is considered an important aspect of
evaluating the performance of buildings. Indicators for
the evaluation of IEQ include lighting, noise, temperature
and air quality.7,8 The IEQ test is a comprehensive in-
dicator that includes both objective and subjective
factors.9,10 For example, excessive noise was not good for
the health of the elderly.11,12 Older people need more
lighting than younger people and a lack of light in cor-
ridors or stairs can cause them to fall.13 Therefore, IEQ
has a great impact on the inhabitants of RCFs. Improving
the nursing environment may be beneficial for the quality
of life of the elderly.

There are many conditions that affect these environ-
mental factors, including national policy adjustments on
converting some buildings into rebuilt RCFs. There is still a
certain difference between reconstructed and non-
reconstructed RCFs. The environment can also have a
significant impact on the well-being and behaviours of
residents. For example, small-scale family RCFs can in-
crease people’s participation in social interactions and ac-
tivities, which is beneficial to the mental health of the
elderly.14 In addition, the impact of seasons on residents also
varies significantly. In summer and winter, people’s per-
ceptions of indoor temperature are significantly related to
the measured temperature, where indoor temperature could
affect sleep quality.15 Fluctuations in the same IEQ indicator
may also cause fluctuations and changes in the satisfaction
level of residents in different types of rooms, spatial forms
or test locations.16 Therefore, spatial attributes are also
considered important and cannot be ignored in the con-
struction of quality RCFs. In summary, the RCFs and the
improvement and optimisation of IEQ thereof are associated
with spatial functions such as building types, seasonal
distribution, RCF scale, temperature and humidity.14,17,18

Hence, further in-depth studies are required.
Therefore, this study used the questionnaire method to

find the correlation between RCFs and the satisfaction of the
elderly. A quantitative evaluation of participants’ answers
was then conducted to determine the significance of the

statistical results on a regional co-operation IEQ framework
and provide practical suggestions thereon. The investigation
focused on the influence of indoor environment of RCFs on
the well-being of the elderly in northern China.

Experimental method

Survey sites
A 1-year field investigation was conducted in 4 cities, in-
cluding Harbin, Changchun, Shenyang and Dalian in
northeastern China. According to the provisions of China’s
Code for Thermal Design of Civil Buildings (GB50176-
2016),19 the selected cities are in cold regions with long
winters and cold climates. There is a high population of the
elderly in the selected survey areas and economic conditions
are poor. The ageing of the population presents a major
problem when combined with the exodus of young people
that are being observed in these regions.

Residential care facilities can provide the elderly with
multiple services including accommodation, food, activity
rooms, laundry and medical care, as shown in Figure 1.
Furthermore, the RCFs were classified according to the
scale of each area, their building forms and the character-
istics of the constructed facilities. To account for the impact
of different seasons on the IEQ and the use of RCFs, the
entire survey was conducted in three seasonal units. The
classification results of the survey sites were based on the
location of the cities, test seasons, scale of the RCF and
satisfaction of the elderly, as listed in Table 1.

The specific conditions in the selected RCFs, including
factors such as the volume of facilities, number of beds,
whether the building was a reconstruction or not and the
year of reconstruction are listed in Table 2. According to the
number of beds (GB 50867–2013),20 the surveyed RCFs
were reclassified as small scale (≤150), (2) medium scale
(151–300), (3) large scale (301–500) and (4) super large
scale (>500).

Questionnaire
The questionnaire consisted of two parts, focused on IEQ
indicators such as acoustics, lighting, thermal environment,
air quality, odours and overall satisfaction. The first was
used to collect participants’ personal information such as
age, gender and education level. The second involved an
evaluation of the IEQ. The content of each is summarised in
Table 3. Since odour quality is an important factor affecting
air quality,21 ventilation is an important means to maintain
the building air environment,22 in order to make participants
distinguish between air quality and odour quality, the air
quality evaluation in the questionnaire was focused on
ventilation, and the odour quality evaluation was focused on
odour pleasantness.
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This questionnaire was reviewed by an expert working
group and was then tested and revised through a pilot survey
before being finalised. The participants of the pilot survey
were the elderly in an RCF in Harbin, and they were in-
dependent of those who participated in the final survey.
During the survey, participants could stay in the survey
room for at least 15 min, after which they were interviewed
through a one-on-one question-and-answer method and the

data were collected. The participants completed the survey
within 10–15 min.23 The final survey used the Likert and
semantic differential scales.24–26 According to the actual
situations in the RCFs of which they were residents, the
participants chose from the terms ‘very dissatisfied’, ‘dis-
satisfied’, ‘slightly dissatisfied’, ‘neither satisfied nor dis-
satisfied’, ‘slightly satisfied’, ‘satisfied’ and ‘very satisfied’
to describe their experiences.

Figure 1. Photographs of the survey site.

Table 1. Classification of survey sites based on city, test season, scale and participant satisfaction.

Classification Number Percentage

City Changchun 346 23.7

Harbin 485 33.3

Shenyang 420 28.9

Dalian 206 14.1

Season Winter 402 27.6

Summer 390 26.8

Transition 665 45.6

Scale Small 352 24.2

Medium 280 19.2

Large 625 42.9

Super large 200 13.7

Satisfaction level 1. Very dissatisfied 152 10.4

2. Dissatisfied 150 10.3

3. Slightly dissatisfied 174 11.9

4. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 566 38.8

5. Slightly satisfied 75 5.1

6. Satisfied 176 12.2

7. Very satisfied 164 11.3
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Additional information collected during the question-
naire survey included whether or not the building was re-
constructed, the scale of the RCFs, the seasonal distribution
of the survey and the location of the rooms where the survey
was completed.

Participants

The participants in this questionnaire survey were randomly
selected from RCFs in several areas and comprised 1457
people aged 55 and above. These participants were all

Table 2. Details of the surveyed residential care facilities.

Name City Volume

Number

of beds

Year of

construction

Reconstruction

(Y/N) Ownership

Price range

(RMB/Month)

Number of

participants

XJ Dalian 6250 200 2017 N Private 2000–7000 23

HQFL Dalian 8800 260 2004 Y Public 1999–3199 29

WXY Dalian 9200 300 2006 N Private 660–1336 34

YHJ Dalian 9000 360 2012 N Private 2600–5800 41

JJS Dalian 10,000 300 2016 N Private 2500–3200 34

JZQ Dalian 29,000 750 1945 Y Public 700–900 85

SS Dalian 9269 100 2011 N Private 6,000–10,000 11

SXZJ Dalian 4200 168 2009 Y Private 1600–3000 19

XF Dalian 2700 60 2010 Y Public 700–2300 7

HGD1 Harbin 6050 150 2003 Y Public 500–1000 17

RF Harbin 110,000 2000 2014 N Private 1800–4500 227

AK Harbin 66,000 1500 2003 N Public 1800–3500 170

KFY Harbin 2800 135 2015 N Private 1580–2680 15

DYF Harbin 15,200 550 1958 N Public 500–1000 62

HGD2 Harbin 18,000 450 2008 N Public 1200–2500 51

HEB Harbin 16,500 550 1957 N Public 950–1980 62

LF Harbin 3000 150 2018 N Private 2000–6000 17

MLHY Harbin 18,000 292 2016 N Private 4000–7000 33

KLS Harbin 8000 200 2015 N Private 1300–1500 23

AD Shenyang 6300 300 2002 N Private 500–1000 34

DDQ Shenyang 11,000 250 2012 N Public 1800–3000 28

HGQ Shenyang 3000 140 2004 Y Public 360–760 16

SH Shenyang 2600 120 2001 Y Public 540–800 14

WCC Shenyang 18,000 400 1994 N Private 3000–6000 45

BY Shenyang 5000 180 2009 Y Private 1500–2600 20

LM Shenyang 6000 265 2004 Y Private 700–1500 30

QQY Changchun 7677 200 2016 Y Private 6,000–11,000 23

JY Changchun 1600 60 2014 Y Private 3000–6000 7

XH Changchun 6000 250 2013 Y Private 800–2000 28

JL Changchun 28,000 500 2015 N Public 1980–4800 57

JY Changchun 28,000 1000 2017 N Private 2000–4000 113

YC Changchun 2750 115 1991 Y Public 500–1000 13

CYQ Changchun 10,000 300 1990 N Public 500–800 34

SHF Changchun 15,000 300 1948 Y Public 1000–3000 35

Table 3. Contents of the questionnaire.

Category Question

Background information Gender; age; education level; income level; marital status; duration of residency;

time of use

Satisfaction levels of

the IEQ

Conditions of the acoustical environment; lighting environment; thermal environment;

indoor air quality; odours; overall IEQ
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elderly in good physical condition who could answer
questions independently. During the survey, those who were
classified as ranging from 1 to 4 on the vulnerability scale
were qualified to participate in the survey.27,28 The de-
mographic characteristics of the participants who took part
in the questionnaire survey are presented in Table 4.

Measurement of the IEQ
The physical environment evaluation consisted of two parts,
a continuous test in a fixed room and an instant test at the
end of the questionnaire (Figure 2). The fundamental
physical IEQ factors needed for evaluation included
acoustics, lighting, temperature, humidity and overall IEQ.
The fundamental physical IEQ factors were measured by
different kinds of instruments. The instruments used are
listed in Table 5.

The continuous tests were conducted between 8:00 a.m.
and 5:30 p.m. on weekdays from 21 June 2017 to 15 May
2018 and 24 October 2018 to 10 March 2019 in the selected
fixed room. For the thermal environment, a Centre 314

Table 4. Demographics of the participants in the questionnaire survey.

Social characteristics Classification Number Percentage

Gender Male 704 48.3

Female 753 51.7

Age range (years) 55–60 271 18.6

61–70 424 29.1

71–80 359 24.6

81–90 323 22.2

91–95 80 5.5

Education level No schooling 248 17

Primary school 350 24

Junior school 271 18.6

Senior school 274 18.8

College 284 19.5

Graduate or higher 30 2.1

Income (RMB) ≤1000 197 13.5

1001–2000 264 18.1

2001–3000 278 19.1

3001–4000 306 21

4001–5000 241 16.6

≥5001 171 11.7

Marital status Unmarried 39 2.7

Married 801 55

Divorced 341 23.4

Widowed 276 18.9

Duration of residency (months) <1 month 193 13.2

1 to 3 months 269 18.5

3 to 6 months 239 16.4

6 months to 1 year 222 15.2

1 to 3 years 272 18.7

3 to 5 years 173 11.9

>5 years 89 6.1

Time of use <1 h 607 41.7

1 to 2 h 307 21

2 to 3 h 269 18.4

3 to 4 h 135 9.3

4–5 h 93 6.4

>5 h 46 3.2

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the physical

environment test process.
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Temperature/Humidity Data Logger was used, with which
air temperature and relative humidity could be measured.
The illumination and brightness were used as the pa-
rameter to evaluate the luminous environment, and it was
measured with a T-10A illuminance meter and GPH-1001
brightness meter. The sound pressure level (SPL) was
used as the parameter to evaluate the acoustic environ-
ment, and it was recorded using an 801 Sound Level
Meter. In each season, each room was tested once and each
test lasted for 2 days. The background noise of a fixed
room was between 30 and 35 dBA. Finally, the hourly data
were averaged and graphed. During the measurements,
sound level meters were set at a low speed. The distance
from the measurement site to the wall and other reflective
surfaces was at least 0.999744 m. The distance from the
measurement site to the ground was between 1.20091 and
1.49962 m. The illuminance and brightness were mea-
sured at the height of the line of sight of the survey
participants. The environmental variables at the sites were
continuously recorded for 20 min, after which the average
value of these was calculated. The thermal environment of
the temperature and humidity were measured following
ISO 7726:1998.29

After the questionnaire survey, the IEQ of the rooms
that were investigated was tested. Ten repeated tests were
conducted on the light environment, and the averages of
the results were used. The acoustic environment was
tested 3 times with 801 sound level meters, and 10 sets of
readings were automatically recorded each time. The SPL
readings were analysed using the A-weighted mean
value. If a sudden noise occurs during the test, the IEQ
test was repeated. The thermal environment was recorded
using the corresponding test values in the instrument
according to the location and time and the results were
averaged.

Statistics and analysis
SPSS 15.0 was used to build a database of all subjective
and objective measurements. Pearson’s correlation and
regression analysis were used to analyse the correlation
between the measured value and the evaluation result and

the impact on the results of participants’ personal back-
ground evaluations.

Results

Overall IEQ ratings
This study investigated the distribution and changes of illu-
minance, brightness, temperature, humidity and SPL in RCFs
(Figure 3(a)). The temperature distribution was found to range
from 20 to 25°C and the relative humidity ranged between
37.5 and 52.5%. The brightness was distributed in the range of
100–450 cd/m2, illuminance 200–550 lx and SPL 40–58 dBA.
Most of the participants interviewed were satisfied with their
current physical and living environments (Figure 3(b)). Their
satisfaction with IEQ factors such as lighting, the thermal and
acoustic environments, IAQ and overall IEQwas high, with an
average satisfaction level of 4 or higher. The only exception
was that the satisfaction span for odour was relatively large.

The results of the correlation between IEQ and the five
environmental parameters are presented in Table 6. This
analysis shows that apart from the lighting environment,
other environmental parameters and the IEQ showed a
significant positive correlation.

Comparisons between reconstructed and
non-reconstructed buildings
The results of comparing the IEQ and participants’ satis-
faction before and after RCFs’ reconstruction are shown in
Figure 4(a)–(f). The measured mean SPL value in the RCFs
converted from other buildings was higher than that in the
non-reconstructed RCFs (p < 0.05). The measured mean
illuminance and brightness values of the RCFs that were
converted from other buildings were significantly lower
than those in the non-reconstructed RCFs. The measured
temperature was decreased by approximately 2.5°C while
the humidity was decreased by approximately 8% between
the reconstructed and non-reconstructed RCFs. After the
reconstruction, participants’ satisfaction in terms of the
acoustic, lighting and thermal environments, air quality and
overall IEQ was reduced marginally. Overall, the level of

Table 5. Instruments used in the IEQ test.

Test Instrument Test Range/Accuracy

Acoustics 801 Sound Level Meter 19 to 37 dBA (±0.1 dBA)

Illumination T-10A illuminance meters 0.01 to 299,000 lx (±5%)

Brightness GPH-1001 brightness meters 20 cd/m2 to 2000 kcd/m2

Temperature K-type thermocouple (Centre 314 Temperature/Humidity

Data Logger, Centre Tech, Taipei, Taiwan)

�40 to 80°C (±0.1°C)

Relative

humidity (RH)

RH sensors (Centre 314 Data Logger) 0 to 99% (±3%)

6 Indoor and Built Environment 0(0)



satisfaction was reduced from 6 to 2.5. However, satis-
faction with respect to odour was improved.

Comparisons between seasons
The effects of seasonal changes on various IEQ factors are
shown in Figure 5(a)–(k). In summer, the highest and lowest

temperatures reached 28°C and approximately 24°C. In
contrast, the lowest and highest winter temperatures were
approximately 17°C and 23.5°C, respectively. The tem-
perature change during the transition seasons falling within
the stable 21–25°C range. The SPL and sunlight in summer
is higher than that in winter. The humidity in different
seasons also showed a similar pattern. The maximum

Figure 3. Subjective and objective results of the survey of residential care facilities (RCFs) in northeastern China: (a)

RCF quality and (b) participant satisfaction.

Table 6. Correlation between IEQ and IEQ parameters.

Overall IEQ Acoustic Lighting Thermal Air quality Odour

Correlation coefficient 0.454 0.176 0.645 0.375 0.349

p value 0.001*** 0.055 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001***

***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05.

Mu et al. 7



humidity in summer reached 55%; in winter, the value was
less than 45%.

The thermal satisfaction in winter and summer is higher
than in the transition season. This may be because the
summer temperature in northeastern China is more suitable.

In winter, the indoor temperature is more suitable due to
heating, while the autumn is cold without heating, so the
elderly have a high thermal satisfaction in winter and
summer. In summer, more elderly are willing to go out for
activities, while in winter there are more indoor activities, so

Figure 4. Comparisons between internal environment quality and participants’ satisfaction for reconstructed RCFs

and non-reconstructed RCFs. Originally, both were developed into specially designed RCFs.

8 Indoor and Built Environment 0(0)



the acoustic environment is different. In addition, climate,
whether windows are open, outdoor traffic, outdoor envi-
ronment, etc. could also affect the indoor acoustic envi-
ronment.30 In northeastern China, the winds are strong and
frequent in autumn and winter, so the elderly are more
satisfied with air quality than in summer; while in winter,
because of heating and burning coal, the elderly’s satis-
faction with smell is lower than in summer. This demon-
strates how the impact of seasons on IEQ and the expression
of satisfaction among the elderly are influenced by multiple
factors. When renovating facilities for the elderly, there
should be appropriate consideration on the seasonal changes
in climate in the Northeast, and better design to provide
warmth, well ventilated space and lighting for nursing
homes.

Comparisons between the functions of
different spaces
The comparative results of the differential influence of
various spaces on the quality of the IEQ based on their
functions are shown in Figure 6(a)–(k). Similar to the results
for seasonal distribution, the thermal environment had a
significant influence on the spatial function of a room.
Notably, the temperature varied during the summer and
winter. Amongst the five rooms with different functions, the
temperature of the bedroom was the highest; its maximum
temperature reached 27°C and its minimum temperature
was approximately 23.5°C, which was similar to the tem-
perature of other functional rooms. The SPL was the lowest
in bedrooms and reading rooms and similar in the activity
room, chess and card room and dining room; the maximum
was approximately 60 dBA. The illuminance and brightness
were higher in the bedrooms and the reading room, where
the highest values of the former and latter were 1000 lx and
550 cd/m2, respectively. Generally, the functions of spaces
such as bedrooms, activity rooms, restaurants, chess and
card rooms and reading rooms were significantly and
positively correlated with the acoustic and lighting envi-
ronments (p < 0.001). The functions of spaces exhibited
moderate correlations with air quality, the thermal envi-
ronment and overall IEQ (p < 0.01) although there was no
significant correlation with odour (p > 0.05).

Comparison of the different scales of
the facilities
The results of the six IEQ factors for RCFs at different scales
were compared as shown in Figure 7(a)–(k). Figure 7 shows
that RCFs at different scales were influenced by the six
different physical environment factors: the acoustic,

Figure 5. Comparison between the indoor

environmental quality of residential care facilities

and satisfaction of residents thereof in different

seasons.
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lighting, thermal environment and air quality; overall IEQ
and odour in various ways. The size of RCFs is positively
correlated with the SPL. The SPL became higher with the
larger area of RCF. The maximum SPL of super-large-scale
RCF was 65 dBA (Figure 7(a)). In terms of illuminance, as
the scale of RCF was increased, a decreasing and then
increasing trend was observed. The illuminance of small-

Figure 6. Comparisons of the relationships between

indoor environmental quality of different rooms and

related survey participant satisfaction.

Figure 7. Comparative analyses of six indoor

environment quality factors for residential care

facilities at different scales: small scale: number of beds

≤150; medium scale: number of beds 151–300; large

scale: number of beds 301–500; and super large scale:

number of beds >500.
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scale RCF was similar to that of super-large-scale RCF
(Figure 7(b)). The scale of RCFs did not exhibit any re-
lationship with temperature, but the temperature of small-
scale RCF was higher than that of the super-large-scale
(Figure 7(c)). Furthermore, the scale of RCFs had no ob-
vious relationship with brightness, but the brightness of
super-large-scale RCF was higher than that of small scale
(Figure 7(d)). The humidity and temperature showed similar
trends. The scale of RCFs had no significant relationship
with temperature, but the humidity of super-large-scale RCF
was higher than that of small-scale RCF (Figure 7(e)).

As shown in Table 7, there are significant differences
between the reconstructed RCF and the non-reconstructed
RCF in terms of SPL, illuminance, brightness, thermal
satisfaction level, light satisfaction level and acoustic sat-
isfaction level. The SPL of small-scale and medium-scale
reconstructed RCF is higher than that of non-reconstructed
RCF. The brightness of reconstructed RCF of all scales is
significantly lower than that of non-reconstructed RCF. In
small-scale and medium-scale RCF, the brightness satis-
faction of reconstructed RCF is lower than that of non-
reconstructed RCF. It shows that for small-scale and
medium-scale RCF, the requirement for suitable brightness
for non-reconstruction is higher than that for reconstruction.

As shown in Table 8, in different seasons, there are
significant differences between the reconstructed RCF and
the non-reconstructed RCF in terms of SPL, illuminance,
brightness, temperature, humidity, thermal satisfaction
level, light satisfaction level, acoustic satisfaction level and
air quality satisfaction level. In winter, all IEQ indicators of
the reconstructed RCF, except SPL, were lower than those
of the non-reconstructed RCF. In the summer, the IEQ
indicators of the reconstructed RCF were higher than those
of the non-reconstructed RCF. Correspondingly, except for
the acoustic environment satisfaction, the thermal envi-
ronment satisfaction, light environment satisfaction and air

quality satisfaction of the reconstructed RCF were lower
than those of the unreconstructed RCF. Perhaps because the
original building did not meet the needs of the elderly, it was
not well renovated when it was rebuilt. Or because some
buildings were originally co-constructed buildings, the
lighting orientation, structure and other reasons were lim-
ited, and they still could not meet the needs of the elderly
well after the reconstruction. Even for the same building,
due to the different layouts of insulation and engineering
systems used in different renovation schemes, the energy
efficiency of the renovated buildings varied greatly.31 The
thermal environment satisfaction and air quality satisfaction
of the reconstructed RCF in winter, summer and transitional
seasons were lower than those of the non-reconstructed
RCF, while the acoustic environmental satisfaction in winter
was higher than that of the non-reconstructed RCF.

Correlation between measured values
and evaluated satisfaction results
The correlation between the measured value and the
evaluated satisfaction results in terms of the acoustic en-
vironment is shown in Figure 8. The figure shows that in
terms of SPL, the linear regression effect of RCFs is good,
with the R2 values of the measured values and the evaluated
results exceeding 0.5 at 0.828 and 0.561, respectively.
Therefore, the following analysis uses this linear regression
to explain the relationship between measured values and
evaluated results. The result of the second curve fitting was
better, with its R2 value of 0.828, indicating that the fit of the
measured values of the acoustic environment of the RCF
was better than that of the SPL.

The fits between the measured values for the lighting
environment and the evaluated satisfaction results for RCFs
are shown in Figure 9(a) and (b). The figure shows that in

Table 7. Significant analysis of the difference in the indoor environmental quality of reconstructed and non-

reconstructed residential care facilities under different scales.

Small scale Medium scale Large scale Super large scale

SPL (dB) Reconstruction 50.2 ± 16.14a 49.3 ± 21.79a 52.4 ± 20.18b 53.7 ± 22.87b

No-reconstruction 45.6 ± 23.32b 46.9 ± 18.57b 54.6 ± 19.27a 55.4 ± 17.23a

Illuminance (lux) Reconstruction 670.3 ± 219.2a 600.3 ± 233.18b 540.3 ± 242.1b 694.2 ± 233.96b

No-reconstruction 650.4 ± 236.39b 610.7 ± 218.7a 681.2 ± 217.92a 868.3 ± 398.71a

Brightness (cd/m2) Reconstruction 290.1 ± 138.95b 347.5 ± 132.33b 319.2 ± 130.17b 330.2 ± 136.13b

No-reconstruction 352.6 ± 131.93a 370.3 ± 115.4a 358.3 ± 102.59a 348.7 ± 106.68a

Thermal satisfaction

level

Reconstruction 4.84 ± 1.25b 4.12 ± 2.11a 5.27 ± 0.94b 5.26 ± 1.48b

No-reconstruction 4.97 ± 1.73a 3.87 ± 2.12b 5.48 ± 1.24a 5.67 ± 1.94a

Light satisfaction level Reconstruction 4.83 ± 1.62b 3.92 ± 2.14b 5.38 ± 0.84a 4.92 ± 1.09a

No-reconstruction 4.92 ± 1.35a 4.09 ± 2.03a 5.35 ± 0.84b 4.84 ± 1.11b

Acoustic satisfaction

level

Reconstruction 4.87 ± 1.25a 4.93 ± 0.94a 5.1 ± 1.13a 4.35 ± 2.11a

No-reconstruction 4.45 ± 2.14b 4.21 ± 1.42b 4.93 ± 0.94b 4.09 ± 2.03b

Note: Different lowercase letters in the same column indicates significant differences.
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terms of illuminance, the R2 were 0.794 and 0.459 for the
measured values and evaluated results, respectively, and
that the second curve fitting effect was poor as the R2 did not
exceed 0.5. In terms of brightness, the R2 values for the
measured values and the evaluated results were 0.650 and
0.561, respectively. Both curves had good fitting results as
their R2 values exceeded 0.5. Amongst the average illu-
minance factors of the lighting environment, the second
dataset provided a better fit as the corresponding R2 value
was 0.794, which was very close to 0.8. However, the fit of
the average illuminance factor was reduced.

The results of the temperature data fitting the thermal
environment of the RCFs were good (Figure 10). The R2

value of the first data fitting was 0.701 whereas that of the
second was 0.879. The second data fitting was also accurate
in terms of the humidity values in the thermal environment
of the RCFs, the R2 value was 0.754.

Influence of the personal backgrounds of
participants on evaluation results
Previous studies found significant differences in the eval-
uations of acoustic comfort in terms of participant age,
education level, income and time spent using the facilities.32

Pearson correlation analysis is a common method to study
the degree of influence of individual factors on evaluation
results.17 The correlation between the participants’ back-
grounds and the evaluation results for the physical envi-
ronment are presented in Table 9. Marital status had a
significant negative influence on evaluations of the overall

IEQ (p < 0.001), lighting environment (p < 0.001), air
quality (p < 0.001) and odour (p < 0.001). The marital status
showed lower correlations with several physical environ-
mental parameters. Excluding thermal environmental con-
ditions (p < 0.01), income was significantly positively
correlated with other IEQ factors (p < 0.01). The RCF use
time was significantly negatively correlated with other
physical environmental parameters except the thermal en-
vironment (p < 0.05).

Discussion
Participant satisfaction is an important indicator for mea-
suring the quality of a living environment. Comprehensive

Table 8. Significant analysis of the difference in the indoor environmental quality of residential care facilities of

different scales in different seasons.

Winter Summer Transition season

SPL (dB) Reconstruction 50.7 ± 21.82a 54.6 ± 20.91a 48.7 ± 21.93b

No-reconstruction 48.3 ± 19.89b 52.1 ± 19.8b 49.4 ± 19.11a

Illuminance (lux) Reconstruction 592.1 ± 267.91b 884.3 ± 279.91a 753.2 ± 342.55a

No-reconstruction 611.8 ± 286.31a 840.3 ± 277.15b 739.0 ± 337.94b

Brightness (cd/m2) Reconstruction 260.3 ± 103.95b 439.7 ± 169.39a 310.2 ± 114.81b

No-reconstruction 279.4 ± 126.07a 420.6 ± 167.65b 337.4 ± 150.7a

Temperature (°C) Reconstruction 22.4 ± 9.49b 26.7 ± 10.74a 20.9 ± 10.55b

No-reconstruction 23.1 ± 9.26a 25.4 ± 7.95b 21.1 ± 11a

Humidity (%) Reconstruction 36.7 ± 11.34b 48.3 ± 11.17a 49.5 ± 13.78a

No-reconstruction 38.2 ± 15.59a 47.2 ± 10.09b 48.2 ± 15.19b

Thermal satisfaction level Reconstruction 5.16 ± 0.94a 4.21 ± 1.03b 3.84 ± 1.26b

No-reconstruction 5.07 ± 1.14b 4.57 ± 1.84a 3.92 ± 2.12a

Light satisfaction level Reconstruction 5.1 ± 1.18b 4.71 ± 1.45b 3.36 ± 1.2b

No-reconstruction 5.48 ± 1.24a 4.87 ± 1.33a 3.92 ± 1.66a

Acoustic satisfaction level Reconstruction 4.89 ± 1.3b 5.45 ± 1.64a 3.92 ± 1.66b

No-reconstruction 5.21 ± 1.18a 5.01 ± 1.42b 4.44 ± 0.86a

Air quality satisfaction level Reconstruction 3.93 ± 1.05b 4.82 ± 1.11b 5.03 ± 2.02a

No-reconstruction 4.13 ± 1.12a 4.93 ± 0.92a 4.83 ± 1.14b

Note: Different lowercase letters in the same column indicates significant differences.

Figure 8. Data fitting of results for measured values and

evaluated satisfaction results for the acoustic

environment.
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health and well-being can be enhanced through a combi-
nation of interventions involving all aspects of the built
environment.33 Furthermore, the IEQ, which includes the
quality of lighting, acoustic and thermal environments and
IAQ, is a crucial factor affecting the performance of a
building.

The noise in residential environments should be less than
45 dBA, the air sound insulation should not be less than 50
dBA and impact sounds should not be greater than 75
dBA.34 The overall illuminance of a room was approxi-
mately 50–250 lux while the comfortable illuminance value
for young people was approximately 2/3 of this value;
participants’ demands for light was even higher than this.35

Compared to previous research, the RCFs investigated in
this study met all general requirements. Results from pre-
vious studies on the RCFs in several different areas were
slightly different from the data collected in this study.
Several studies have shown that, compared to the acoustic
and lighting environment, the overall satisfaction regarding
the thermal environment amongst the elderly is slightly high

with more influencing factors.36,37 In addition, the results of
air quality and noise conditions suggest that compared to the
single satisfaction level corresponding to temperature,
lighting and air quality, participants have higher require-
ments for the interactive effects of overall comfort.38–40

These results are contrary to the results of this study.
However, because satisfaction can be affected by multiple
complex and variable factors, it was challenging to seg-
regate these differences. This is because, the lives of the
elderly are slower and more stable than the young people,
they often spend more time indoors during the day, par-
ticularly if the weather outside was cold. Moreover, under
the same ventilation conditions, the elderly are more dis-
satisfied with the air quality than the young.41 Due to
physiological differences, the elderly are often troubled by
dry skin caused by uncomfortable indoor hot and humid
environment.42 The same is true for the elderly in the RCFs.
Therefore, the demand to improve the quality of RCFs is
even more urgent. Due to the differences in heating devices,
the indoor environment of urban and rural residential

Figure 9. Results of fitting data on measured values and evaluating the satisfaction of the lighting environment in

terms of (a) illuminance and (b) brightness.

Figure 10. Results of fitting the data for themeasured values and satisfaction of thermal environment in terms of (a)

temperature and (b) humidity.
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buildings also has differences in temperature, temperature,
relative humidity and air conditions, and has different ef-
fects on the health of elderly residents.43 This is reflected in
the optimisation and improvement of IEQ quality.

As the ageing population continues to increase, there is
an urgent need for RCFs in northeastern China. Conse-
quently, many non-RCFs, including facilities previously
used as schools, hotels and hospitals,44 were reconstructed
into RCFs. The results showed that, compared to the
original specially designed RCFs, the RCFs that were
converted from other buildings could influence the overall
satisfaction of the elderly participants. Yang, Gao and Li45

evaluated the impact of post-earthquake infrastructure re-
construction on participants’ satisfaction and their conclu-
sions were consistent with those of this study. However, this
study introduced more factors while discussing the rela-
tionship between participants’ satisfaction and RCFs before
and after reconstruction.

Generally speaking, architectural design conditions,
such as room orientation, window-to-wall ratio, ventilation
mode, shading system, etc., also have a great influence on
indoor environmental conditions. The RCFs selected in this
study are located in northeastern China, and the architec-
tural design conforms to China’s ‘Design Standard for
Energy Efficiency of Residential Buildings in Severe Cold
and Cold Zones’ (JGJ 26–2010).46 Due to the basic needs of
lighting and heating in high-latitude areas, the building
orientation and window-to-wall ratio, there is a greater
agreement in terms of ventilation and shading systems,47 so
whether or not to rebuild constitutes a more major difference
between each other than building design conditions.
Therefore, in the future reconstruction of RCFs, we must
give more consideration to the noise-proof design, lighting
design and heat preservation design for the rebuilt RCFs.
While reducing renovation costs as much as possible,

aiming at the characteristics of cold cities, to improve the
satisfaction of the elderly in RCFs.

Previous research on the physiology of ageing found that
as people grow older, their sensitivity to heat appeared to
decline gradually.48 Residents of the nursing home were
more tolerant to temperature changes than staff or visitors,
and they reported feeling more comfortable with higher
temperatures than non-residents in both summer and win-
ter.49 Northeastern China is a high latitude region, the
temperature difference between summer and winter is rel-
atively large and the thermal insulation and heating con-
ditions of RCFs have significant impact on residents.50 The
thermal satisfaction in winter and summer is higher than that
during the transition season. In winter, the indoor tem-
perature is more suitable due to heating, while the autumn is
colder, so the elderly has a high thermal satisfaction in
winter and summer. The SPL in summer is higher than that
in winter, which may be due to the cold winter in the north
and the closed doors and windows, so the indoors are less
affected by the outdoor noise, and the snow in winter also
has a certain absorption effect on the noise. In addition, the
climate, whether windows are open, outdoor traffic, outdoor
environment, etc. could also affect the indoor acoustic
environment.30 The environments of RCF have different
impacts on the elderly’s perceptions in different seasons.
Changes in the external environment in different seasons as
the season changes could affect various indoor factors; such
as lighting, illuminance, thermal environment and SPL.
This demonstrates how the impact of seasons on IEQ and
the expression of satisfaction among the elderly are influ-
enced by multiple factors. When renovating facilities for the
elderly, there should be further consideration on the sea-
sonal changes in climate in the Northeast, and better design
to provide warmth, well ventilated space and lighting for
nursing homes.

Table 9. Results of correlation analysis between the personal background of participants surveyed and the results of

evaluations of the physical environment.

Overall IEQ

evaluation

Evaluation

of the light

environment

Evaluation

of

acoustics

Evaluation

of the thermal

environment

Evaluation

of air

quality

Evaluation

of

odours

Gender Pearson correlation 0.014 �0.003 0.032 �0.033 0.013 0.018

Age Pearson correlation �0.007 �0.043 �0.066 0.052 �0.003 �0.031

Education

level

Pearson correlation 0.285** 0.222** 0.215** �0.098 0.247** 0.293***

Income Pearson correlation 0.564** 0.512** 0.517** �0.024 0.530** 0.513***

Marital status Pearson correlation �0.136** �0.136** �0.166*** 0.039 �0.185** �0.588***

Duration of

residency

Pearson correlation 0.255*** 0.204*** 0.199*** 0.067 0.255*** 0.259***

Time of

facility use

Pearson correlation �0.567*** �0.545** �0.566*** 0.011 �0.545** �0.150***

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

***Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level (2-tailed).
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Peoples’ physical or psychological states are easily af-
fected by changes in their external environment, and the
same is true for the elderly living in RCFs.51 If their psy-
chological needs are not met when they move between
different rooms, this would cause a psychological imbal-
ance that is closely related to their satisfaction level with the
IEQ. Various types of spaces also have an influence on the
elderly.52

Bedrooms are resting places and thus higher tempera-
tures and lower SPLs correspond to the actual needs of their
users. A reading room corresponds to high brightness and
low SPL because reading requires a quiet environment. The
dining room had the highest humidity; this corresponds to
its function. On the whole, the acoustic satisfaction and light
satisfaction of restaurants and reading rooms are signifi-
cantly lower than other types of rooms. This may be due to
the low temperature in winter in the cold northeastern cities,
so in order to keep warm, the space is relatively closed. The
number of people in the restaurant and reading room is
relatively large, so the elderly have poor satisfaction with
the sound and the light. The odour satisfaction of the chess
and card room is low. This may be due to there may be more
people smoking in the chess and card room, so the odour of
the chess and card room is relatively unpleasant. From the
perspective of participants’ satisfaction, the ventilation and
cleaning of the reading room and other rooms, there should
be improvements in the lighting environment, and tem-
perature and humidity in the nursing homes.

The scales of the RCFs were categorised based on the
number of beds they contained. The participants did not
show a particular attitude towards the scale of the RCF,
indicating that the scale of the RCF did not have a sig-
nificant influence on the satisfaction of the elderly. This may
have been related to their different personalities. Some of
the elderly prefer a quiet environment while others ap-
preciate a livelier one. In addition, larger-scale RCFs nor-
mally have more activity space, and residents therein would
be more comfortable after living with each other for some
time. This could have affected their attitudes towards the
scale of the RCFs. The acoustic satisfaction and light sat-
isfaction of medium-scale facilities are slightly lower than
those of the other four types of facilities. This may be due to
the low bed density of small elderly care facilities and the
professional design of large elderly care facilities. Com-
pared to the other three scales of RCFs, the acoustic, lighting
and thermal environments of large-scale RCFs were rela-
tively moderate and had higher satisfaction levels, so large-
scale RCFs may be more suitable for the elderly to live in.

Some researchers have noted that studies on auditory
comfort depend on listener perceptions and evaluations of
the overall acoustic environment.53–55 The values obtained
when testing all available parameters were combined with
participant satisfaction to determine the existence or non-
existence of a potential correlation area. This analysis

focused on the results of data fitting the correlations be-
tween the measured values for RCFs parameters and par-
ticipants’ satisfaction. The final data fitting results were, in
general, better than the initial ones. The results of the re-
lationship between different parameters based on IEQ,
different factors and participants were reasonable and would
provide a reference value because of the improvement in the
quality of the RCFs.

The correlation between the light environment param-
eters and the overall IEQ parameters is low, and the fitting
degree between the data test value and the satisfaction is
lower than that of the overall IEQ. On the contrary, the
thermal environment parameters are correlated with the
overall IEQ parameters. The data test value and satisfaction
degree are higher than the overall IEQ. As they age, older
people need more lighting than younger people to meet their
line-of-sight needs.56 The indoor light environment of RCFs
is mainly affected by the lighting system and the daylighting
system. Since the daylighting system is fixed once in-
stalled,57 the lighting system has a large room for im-
provement, especially for different living spaces in RCFs,
which can be carried out according to the measured values
and the results of participant satisfaction. Adjust accord-
ingly, the RCFs selected in this study are located in
northeastern China, where coal-fired district heating is used
in the cold and long winter, and the heating air conditioning
(HAVC) system is generally used in the short hot period in
summer.58 Compared with young people, the elderly prefer
a warm environment and have a lower tolerance to low
temperature, so the fit between the measurement of thermal
environment and satisfaction is better.

The evaluation results suggested that the age of partic-
ipants and the frequency and purpose of visits could in-
fluence the results of the subjective evaluations of IEQ
parameters. Furthermore, there was a significant correlation
between gender and the acoustic environment.59,60 In
general, the data obtained showed that the RCFs evaluated
are reasonable and satisfactory for the elderly, providing
strong support for further investigating the living and
physical environments in RCFs in northeastern China. In
general, the impacts of the lighting, acoustic and thermal
environments on peoples’ living conditions are significant.

Conclusions
The residents of 34 facilities from 4 cities in northeastern
China were invited to participate in this study. Analysis of
the IEQ of the RCFs showed that factors including lighting
conditions, the acoustic and thermal environments, air
quality and overall IEQ had varying degrees of influence on
the RCFs. The major conclusions of the study are as
follows:

In addition to the large span of satisfaction for odour in
RCFs, participants were satisfied with the IEQ factors such
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as lighting; the thermal and acoustic environments; IAQ;
and the overall IEQ, with an average satisfaction level of 4
or higher.

Before and after the transformation of the RCF, factors
apart from odour, such as the acoustic, lighting and thermal
environments; air quality; and overall IEQ were signifi-
cantly positively correlated with participant satisfaction.

Factors apart from odour, such as the acoustic and
thermal environments; air quality; and overall IEQ had a
significant positive correlation with seasonal changes. The
correlation between odour and seasonal changes was not
significant.

The thermal environment, like the seasonal distribution,
had the greatest impact on space functions. Generally, the
functions of spaces such as bedrooms, activity rooms,
restaurants, chess and card rooms, and reading rooms were
significantly positively correlated with the acoustic and
lighting environments.

Participants had no obvious attitudes towards the scales
of the RCFs, indicating that the number of beds therein had
no significant effect on participants’ satisfaction. There was
high consistency between each physical environmental
factor and the results of participant assessment. The cor-
responding R2 value was approximately 0.8. The correlation
between the measured value and the evaluated result had a
good fitting effect in which the R2 value generally exceeded
0.5. The education level of participants was related to the
overall IEQ, the lighting and acoustic environments, air
quality and odour, with the last having the highest value.

These results can provide data-based support and act as a
reference for IEQ research on RCFs. However, there may
still be some errors in the assessments thereof, their de-
scriptions may have been unclear, or they may just contain
abnormal data. In addition, it is necessary to consider
sample sizes with a greater gender and age difference in
further research. Although the coverage of the data sample
and the climate of samples is limited, RCFs at the same
latitude or in other parts of the world may benefit from this
research. In the future, a more in-depth analysis should be
conducted to study the comprehensive influence of various
environmental factors on physiological parameters (par-
ticularly the interactions thereof) and various physiological
parameters for human comfort. Finally, the results of this
study rely only on statistical significances for explanations;
the issue of whether they are of practical significance needs
further confirmation.
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